
Ryan: Homeowner Equity: every piece of property is treated the same.  
 
Carmen: May need a map. 
 
Kirk: we would need a sample number for a map. 
 
Ryan: No need to put mills out on a map if the state is going to fund the base.  
 
Bruce:  
 
Ryan: 
 
Ric: We want to the right thing. Share the wealth of centrally assessed property to benefit 
every child. Also need to have an understandable property tax system.  
 
MW: To achieve homeowner equity: all of these listed revenues. No conversation with 
centrally assessed to determine mechanisim. Options to achieve this equity are then 
listed.  Sharing of statewide resources.  
 
K:Blend the guidance concepts? 
 
MW: No, say as a policy “examine potential sharing of state resources” 
 
Ryan: Agrees need some more detail.  Hill co treasurer gets BN revenue. Rather than HB 
124 redistribution. Redirect school share statewide keep other governments whole.  
 
Jim: If state pays base then how would you determine the dollar amount? 
 
Ryan: over base. 
 
Kirk: List four items: Highlighted 
 
Mary: No need to list out several taxes in #1 and #4 
 
Ric: why? 
 
Mary: No need because there are too many to list out and locks the group into proposals 
that may not be workable. 
 
Bruce: I want to include everything.  
 
Mary:  Me too. I just want to stay conceptual level. 
 
Kirk: Move the list to the guidance concepts. 
 
Ryan: a Power mill explanation.  



Jim: Mills are higher for over base budget. Generation of extra money goes to state.  
 
Kirk: review again. 
 
See document.  
 
Kirk: Should the phrase referencing “quality” be expanded to include education or 
schools or education components.  
 
Goss: Schools 
 
Ric: Remove the phrase. 
 
Carmen: Leave the phrase. 
 
Steve: Leave the phrase. 
 
Ric: make it a mission statement. 
 
Kirk: 1, 2,3 ok. 
 
_SEE MELOY_ 
 
Kirk: Move old 5, 6, 7, to guidance concepts.  
 
Mary: move 5, 6 to guidance concepts but leave 7.  
 
Kirk: isn’t that fall under statewide taxes.  
 
Carmen: would not want to have one narrow revenue source.  
 
Mary: new source of revenue to be outside current taxation.  
 
Mary: move “Natural Resources” into 4 and 5. 
 
Carmen: other items besides Natural Resources 
 
Mary: Considering new revenue resources.  
 
4) A balanced taxation approach that includes existing statewide taxes such as property 
taxes, income taxes, and natural resource taxes and also considers new revenue such as a 
general statewide sales tax to be used as a mechanism for equalization. 
 
5) A balanced taxation approach that includes existing taxes such as property taxes, 
income taxes, and natural resource taxes and also considers new revenue such as a 



general statewide sales tax should be used as a mechanism for funding quality public 
schools.  
 
Ric: see steve’s first draft for a guidance concepts.  
 
Mary: Proposals should consider mechanisms that would be shared equitable amongst all 
school districts. See steve 
 
Ryan: sharing resources they have creates a better atmoshphere for consolidation.   
 
“In order to develop a sustainable system that equalizes tax burdens and benefits while 
maintaining local control, reduces the barriers to school efficiency, and develops 
revenues for funding quality education, the Maps working group proposes the following 
guidance concepts and policy recommendations,” 
 
Guidance concepts: 
 
See sheet. 
 
 
 
 


